Modern Masonry Architectural Line (MMAL)

Ground Face
Innovation by ...

Ground Faced Masonry products are designed for
internal or external applications combining
inherent self-finished decorative appeal with the
strength and durability of a masonry unit.
Available in all standard sizes, colours, as well as
our large format block. Our Ground Faced units
oﬀer either a rough grind or a honed finish for
your project. Ground Face masonry units are
pre-finished integrally colored concrete block
with one or more faces ground to expose the
colours of the natural aggregates. Units can also
be bullnosed or chamfered on one or multiple
faces.
One-Step Installation: Ground Face Series
masonry units provide finished load-bearing or
non-load-bearing walls in a single trade, one-step
operation. You save time and money.
Maintenance Free: Ground Face units are virtually maintenance free! There’s no need to repaint
or refinish.
Low Life-Cycle Costs: The Ground Face finish will
last the sustainable lifetime of your building.
Easy-to-Clean: Ground Faced masonry units can
be cleaned with a variety of masonry cleaners.
Contact Day & Campbell Limited to find an
approved cleaner.

Sealer: Faceal Oleo HD is the only sealer
recommended for our products. The sealer
performs in a few diﬀerent ways, but ultimately
everything that it does leads to protection and
preservation of your assets value. It is an invisible
nanotechnology sealer, meaning that you cannot
tell that it has been applied. It is virtually invisible. It does not change the water vapour diﬀusion
characteristics of the substrate (so it remains
breathable). It serves as protection against graffiti, water, oil and grease-based contamination. It
also helps facilitate the cleaning of and removal
of chewing gum, ice and algae. It is also very
resistant to mechanical abrasion further
protecting the finish. Faceal Oleo HD has very
good self-cleaning characteristics for exterior or
shower applications. The pollution cannot
penetrate the surface so the rain or shower water
washes the debris away. Faceal Oleo HD is nonreversible and constitutes a so-called permanent
graﬃti/pollution protection system. It comes
with a 10 year warranty. Contact us for more
information.
Mould and Moisture Resistant: Manufactured
with an integral water repellent admixture,
Ground Face masonry units repel moisture and
prevent mould and eﬄorescence.
Durability: Structural integrity and durability
make Ground Face the perfect choice for your
institutional, commercial or industrial project.

Design Flexibility: Ground Face units oﬀer you Fire Protection: Depending on the thickness and
freedom of expression in design through a wide internal configuration of the block, Ground Face oﬀers
variety of colours, shapes and scoring patterns. Day & up to a 4-hour fire rating.
Campbell Ltd also oﬀers custom chamfers and
bullnosing.
Sound Absorbing: Ground Face is also available in
ACOUSTA-WAL sound-absorbing units. Together
Large format Units: Create large-scale walls, columns Ground Face and ACOUSTA-WAL are your indoor/
and accents. Our large format ground face masonry outdoor solution to sound absorption and control.
units are available in all colours.
Applications: Interior and exterior.

Day & Campbell Modern Masonry Ground Face Stone Colour Options ...

Super White #201

Ash Grey #800

Sunlight Yellow #812

Ctirus Orchid #820

Sepia #804

Rustic Brown #806

Rosewood #811

Maple #809

Saddle Brown #808

Muskoka Crystal #805

Algonquin Crystal #801

Georgian Crystal #802

Crimson Red #814

Concrete Glass #000

Lightweight Glass #001

Cameo White #200

Concrete #000

Lightweight #001

Nutmeg #903

Tan #406

Hazelnut #904

Rocky Brown #408

Sandy Coral #902

Canola #302

Bamboo #202

Escarpment Grey #304

Charcoal #305

Ocean Black #901

